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ABSTRACT
Throughout this paper, we focus on the improvement of the direct feedback alignment (DFA)
algorithm and extend the usage of the DFA to convolutional and recurrent neural networks (CNNs and
RNNs). Even though the DFA algorithm is biologically plausible and has a potential of high-speed
training, it has not been considered as the substitute for back-propagation (BP) due to the low accuracy
in the CNN and RNN training. In this work, we propose a new DFA algorithm for BP-level accurate
CNN and RNN training. Firstly, we divide the network into several modules and apply the DFA
algorithm within the module. Second, the DFA with the sparse backward weight is applied. It comes
with a form of dilated convolution in the CNN case, and in a form of sparse matrix multiplication
in the RNN case. Additionally, the error propagation method of CNN becomes simpler through the
group convolution. Finally, hybrid DFA increases the accuracy of the CNN and RNN training to the
BP-level while taking advantage of the parallelism and hardware efficiency of the DFA algorithm.
Keywords Direct Feedback Alignment · Back-propagation · Deep Neural Network · Convolutional
Neural network · Recurrent Neural Network · Backward Locking · Biologically Plausible
1 Introduction
Recently, deep neural networks (DNN) have enabled various AI-driven tasks and the back-propagation (BP) algorithm is
recognized as the typical training methodology of the DNNs. However, the BP algorithm is regarded to be biologically
implausible for two reasons: (1) back-propagation enforces the backward weight to be always symmetric to the forward
weight (weight transport problem, Grossberg [1987]), and (2) the error should be propagated layer-by-layer (backward
locking problem, Jaderberg et al. [2017]). The weight transport problem induces additional memory transactions caused
by the reading of transposed backward weight at each learning iteration. The backward locking problem makes it hard
to parallelize the DNN training since the next feedforward step cannot proceed until the entire back-propagation step is
finished.
Several biologically plausible learning algorithms have been proposed to overcome the limitation of the back-
propagation. Target propagation (Lee et al. [2015]) relieved the weight transport problem by using the formulated local
loss function instead of the error gradient to update the intermediate layers. Feedback alignment suggested by Lillicrap
et al. [2016] used the random and fixed backward weight for error propagation instead of transposed forward weight.
Nokland [2016] solved both the weight transport and backward locking problem by using the direct feedback alignment
(DFA). It directly propagates errors from the last output layer to the intermediate layers using the random backward
weight. However, those biologically plausible learning algorithms failed to train the convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) or recurrent neural networks (RNNs) due to the large accuracy drop.
1) These authors contributed equally
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Han and Yoo [2019] showed the CNN can be successfully trained on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 dataset by adopting
DFA to the FC layers but back-propagation to the convolutional layers. However, the backward locking problem was
partially solved only in the FC layers, thereby it missed the opportunity of parallelism in the error propagation of
convolutional layers.
In this paper, we suggest new methodologies to improve the accuracy of the DFA algorithm in the CNN and RNN
training. The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows.
• Firstly, we divide both the CNN and RNN into several small modules and enables direct error propagation
inside the module.
• Secondly, we modify the DFA algorithm to be applied to the CNN training by using the following features:
(a) Dilated-convolution based error propagation is adopted instead of a fully-connected manner.
(b) Error propagation is simplified with the group convolution suggested by Zhang et al. [2017].
• Thirdly, we simplify the backward weight used in the RNN training by adopting the upper triangular matrix.
Moreover, we combine conventional DFA optimization methods such as binary DFA (Han and Yoo [2019])
and sparse DFA (Crafton et al. [2019]).
• Fourthly, we propose a new training algorithm, hybrid DFA (HDFA) which mixes both BP and DFA based
error propagation to achieve BP-level accuracy with the minimum hardware cost.
• Finally, we verified the performance of the proposed method by using the three different network architectures
in both CNN and RNN training. Experimental results successfully demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
can achieve high training accuracy as same as BP. Moreover, it shows the lowest memory transaction amounts
compared with the existing error propagation methodologies.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. The mathematical notation of the BP and DFA will be explained
and the problem of the BP based algorithm, backward locking, will be introduced in Section 2. Then, the detailed
explanation of the proposed algorithm and the related experiments will be followed in Section 3 and 4. The paper will
be concluded in Section 5 and the detailed results of the experiments will be dealt with in the supplementary materials.
2 Background
2.1 Back-propagation based CNN & RNN Training
Back-propagation (Rumelhart et al. [1986]) is a widely used algorithm for the DNN training. It computes gradient of
the loss function with respect to the weights of the network by using chain rule. Let assume that the DNN consists of L
layers and it uses a non-linear function, f(·). The non-linear function should be placed after the multiplication of the
input feature map, oi, and corresponding weight,Wi. Then, the input of the next layer can be obtained as
pi+1 =Wi oi, oi+1 = f(pi+1), i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L− 1} (1)
After loss calculation, the error propagation stage proceeds. In this stage, it propagates the errors from the last layer to
the prior layer based on chain-rule. The error, ei+1 should be generated to make the gradient of the weight,Wi. Detail
operations of the error propagation and weight gradient stage are described as follows.
ei = (W
T
i ei+1) f ′(pi+1), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L− 1} (2)
Gi = ei+1 o
T
i , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L− 1} (3)
W newi =Wi − η Gi (4)
Equation (4) can be varied based on the optimizer such as momentum (Sutskever et al. [2013]) or adam (Kingma and
Ba [2014]). In the CNN training, the matrix multiplication operations are substituted with the convolution operations.
In addition, 180° flipped kernel is used instead of the transposed weight in the equation (2).
The RNN also adopts BP based training but should consider recurrent computational characteristics. During the RNN
training, the RNN is unfolded through time and calculates weight gradients based on BP. Since the unfolded RNN cells
have a shared weight, the weight gradient generated in every cell should be integrated to update the corresponding
weight. This method is called as ‘Back-propagation Through Time’ (BPTT, Williams and Zipser [1992]).
BP achieved state-of-the-art performance in DNN training but it currently shows the limitation of parallel computing.
As mentioned before, the error propagation should proceed from the last layer to the first layer in order. The next
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Figure 1: Back-propagation Through Time vs DFA based Error Propagation
inference can be started after the weight update of the first layer is finished. However, it should wait until the error
propagation is finished and the error reaches the first layer. This problem is generally known as the ‘backward locking’
problem. Nowadays, many researchers tried to multi-GPU for the high-speed DNN training but the serial computational
characteristic appeared in the BP becomes the main obstacle of that purpose.
Specifically, the problem becomes critical in RNN training. Although BPTT shows great training performance compared
with other optimization algorithms such as evolution strategy (Salimans et al. [2017]), it suffers from a backward locking
problem and causes slow training. When the RNN has a large time step, the depth of the unfolded RNN becomes huge.
Since the error propagation of the different time steps proceeds with serial-manner, the parallel processing is impossible
with the BPTT and the speed of the error propagation can be limited.
2.2 Direct Feedback Alignment based CNN & RNN Training
BP based training methodology has two main disadvantages. One of them is the weight transport problem which needs
the transpose of the weights during the error propagation. The transpose reading of the weights is not appropriate for
biologically plausible training and it also requires additional memory access cost. Previously, the neuron connections
during the error propagation depend on forward neuron connections but the DFA got rid of this dependency by
propagating errors of the last layer directly to the all intermediate layers. The backward weight,Di, consists of random
values but the value should be maintained even the forward weight is newly updated. With the error of the last layer, eL
and related backward weight,Di, the error of the intermediate layer can be calculated as
ei = (Di eL) f ′(pi+1) (5)
The DFA is one of the biologically plausible training methods and it has the potential strength to overcome the backward
locking which is the main weakness of the BP based training scenario. However, the DFA shows comparable accuracy
only in the training of fully-connected layers. Han and Yoo [2019] tried to enlarge the DFA to CNN, but it shows high
accuracy by adopting DFA only to the last few fully-connected layers. Since the portion of the fully-connected layer
becomes smaller and smaller in the current CNN architecture, it is not that useful in the CNNs such as ResNet (He et al.
[2015]).
In the conventional DFA, the connections of the backward path are considered as the fully-connected layer, so the
computation methodology of the error propagation is fixed as matrix multiplication. For example, the CNN adopts
convolution operations and RNN adopts recurrent computation flow in the forward path. When we apply the DFA as the
error propagation method, it creates new connections between the output neurons and the intermediate neurons. And
then, it allocates arbitrary synaptic weights to the newly created backward connections. Therefore, the backward path
of CNN and RNN is revised as a fully-connected layer and it performs matrix multiplication instead of convolution or
recurrent computation. These different computational characteristics induce low training performance and low hardware
efficiency compared with BP. In CNN, the intermediate feature map placed in the front layer generally has a large size.
It induces that the DFA has more computation amounts compared with the BP algorithm. When the DFA is applied to
the RNN, the problem can be significantly increased due to the time step. The number of outputs can be increased if the
size of the time step is large. It induces large memory and computations due to the connections related to the output
neurons of the every time step.
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In summary, conventional DFA was an important step forward to biologically plausible DNN training. However, it
cannot be the substitute for using BP because of the low training performance and efficiency.
3 Our Approach
In this section, we will introduce the new DFA algorithm which has high scalability to various types of network
architecture while maintaining the advantages of the conventional DFA algorithm. At first, we divide the DNN into
small modules and apply the DFA inside the module. Second, dilated convolution and shufflenet (Zhang et al. [2017])
based channel division will be combined with the DFA algorithm in the CNN training. Third, the upper triangular and
highly sparse backward weight is adopted to improve both the accuracy and efficiency of the RNN training. At last, we
propose the hybrid DFA (HDFA) which blends BP and DFA to compensate for the accuracy loss caused by DFA.
3.1 Network Modularization
As depicted in figure 1, the DFA based training shows much lower training accuracy compared with the BP algorithm.
The main reason for the accuracy drop is a large number of layers. The DFA shows lower accuracy when it is applied to
deep CNNs. Han and Yoo [2019] shows that using DFA only on the last few layers can achieve high training accuracy
while maintaining BP based error propagation on the prior layers. Therefore, we tried to revise the original DFA
algorithm by reducing the distance of the direct error propagation path.
Our proposed DFA adopts modularization which divides the network into several modules. The distance of direct
connection becomes shorter than before because the direct error propagation is done only inside the module. The
number of modules is fixed in RNN training but it is a design choice in the CNN training.
In the CNN training, the number of modules has a trade-off between training accuracy and a chance of parallel
processing. When the number of modules is increased, the training accuracy of the DFA can be increased because the
distance of the error propagation becomes shorter and the computation characteristic becomes similar to BP. In contrast,
it can disturb the multi-GPU acceleration because the number of direct paths is decreased due to modularization. Let M
is the total number of error propagation module, then the computation of DFA is revised as follow.{
ei,j = (Di,j ei,Li) f ′(pi,j+1) j 6= −1
ei−1,Li−1 = (Di,j ei,Li) f ′(pi,0) j = −1
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, j ∈ {−1, 0, 1, . . . , Li − 1} (6)
The number of layers is small in the RNN cells so we divide the RNN cell only into two modules. The first module
includes both the embedding layer and the basic RNN cell. The other module contains the last fully-connected layer
which decides the final output based on the result of RNN cells. The original DFA based RNN training suffers from a
large computation amount because there are lots of output neurons in the last layer. Thanks to modularization, direct
Figure 2: (a) Error Propagation Path by using DFA with Network Modularization (b) Training the Convolutional Layer
by using Back-propagation (Left) and Convolutional DFA (Right)
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propagation is only performed from the RNN cell which has a much smaller number of output neurons. Moreover, this
division induces accuracy improvement due to the short error propagation path.
3.2 Computational Optimization of CNN
3.2.1 Dilated Convolution based Error Propagation
Training CNN with the conventional DFA requires error propagation in a fully-connected fashion. However, as
seen in figure 2 (a), a single output element is affected only by the elements inside the specific area, receptive field.
Conventional DFA does not consider the receptive field but connects massive unrelated connections during the error
propagation. As a result, the complexity of error propagation grows exponentially and makes it hard to train the
network with the conventional DFA. In our proposed DFA, these unnecessary connections are removed by adopting the
convolutional direct error propagation. As shown in figure 2 (b), error in the convolution layer is propagated by the
series of convolutions during the back-propagation. In consequence, the error of the L+ 2th layer requires a widened
receptive field to generate a single error element at layer L. In order to directly propagate error from layer L+ 2 to L,
the same receptive field should be maintained.
Yu and Koltun [2016] adopted dilated convolution-based network architecture to exploit a large receptive field without
increasing the size of the forward weight. The additional computation required by using an expanded receptive field
can be resolved by utilizing the zero-skipping DNN hardware (Im et al. [2019]). Therefore, we adopted the dilated
convolution for direct error propagation that occurred within the module. As shown in figure 2 (b), the convolutional
DFA enlarges the receptive field of the backward weight to the required size by inserting zeros inside this backward
weight. In addition to this, binary backward weight is utilized to minimize the size of the required memory to store
the backward weight. In this way, the error is propagated efficiently both in terms of memory and computation while
maintaining its alignment with the forward propagation.
3.2.2 Division of Channels during Error Propagation
Error propagation with dilated convolution makes the computation and memory requirement comparable to that of
the back-propagation. In this work, we further optimized the error propagation computation by adopting the group
convolution and channel shuffling concept used in the previous mobile-optimized network, ShuffleNet (Zhang et al.
[2018])
During the group-convolution based error propagation, the errors are divided into several groups of channels, and each
group is computed independently. Denote the error as ei =
[
e1i , e
2
i , · · · , eGi
]
, where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L− 1} represents
the layer number. eji denotes error at j
th channel group, where j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , G} represents the channel group number.
With a k × k backward weightD1 and 1× 1 backward weightD2, calculation of the error ei is formulated as below.
ei = (D1 ⊗g shuffle(D2 ⊗g eL)) f ′(pi+1) (7)
Group convolution between weight,D, and error, e, can be expressed as follows.
D ⊗g e = [D1 ⊗ e1,D2 ⊗ e2, . . . ,DG ⊗ eG] (8)
Compared with the standard convolutionD ⊗ e,Di ⊗ ei requires 1/G2 times less computation by removing channel
connections among groups. Therefore, group convolution involves 1/G less number of computation. Likewise, the size
of the backward weight,D, is 1/G times smaller thanks to the channel division.
Figure 3: Group-convolution based Error Propagation Method for CNN
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As a result of modified error propagation methodology, both memory transaction and the number of computation are
reduced as follows. Denote {width, height, and number of channels} for eL and ei as {wL, hL, chL} and {wi, hi, ch+i}
respectively. Convolutional DFA used in section 3.2.1 requires k2 × chL ×wi × hi × chi multiplications. On the other
hand, proposed group convolution based error propagation requires k2×chL×wi×hi×chi×(1/k2+chL/(chi×G))
multiplications. For instance, assume 1/k2  1/G and chi = chL. Then the low complexity error propagation method
approximately reduces the memory and computation requirement by G times.
3.3 Computational Optimization of RNN
3.3.1 Revision of Backward Weight into Upper Triangular Matrix
Refer to Lillicrap et al. [2016], the angle between backward weight, D, and the transpose of forward weight, W T
becomes similar when the training proceeds. In other words, the network automatically adapts its random backward
weights by modifying the corresponding forward weights. Therefore, the training accuracy can be dropped when the
forward weight cannot easily predict the backward weight during the training process.
In the conventional DFA based RNN training, all intermediate neurons are connected with the output neurons of the last
layer during the error propagation. However, this learning process makes the training process more difficult because of
the unnecessary backward connections. Let theXi as the input value of the RNN cell at the time step i. Figure 4 shows
the unfolded form of the RNN computation. Final output at the time step i is affected by the inputs,X0 toXi−1 which
are the values of the previous and current inputs. Since the backward connection is constructed even with the future
inputs (Xi+1,Xi+2, . . . ) in the conventional DFA, it finally becomes the main reason for the low accuracy.
To improve the performance of the DFA, we disconnect the backward connections which have no impact on the final
output at the forward computation. The backward weight used in the DFA is modified to reflect the data dependency,
and the backward weight shows the shape of the upper triangular matrix as depicted in Figure 4. Another observation is
that the input values of RNN cells experience the same operations even in the next time step. The backward weight
is modified to reflect the repeated operation by using the power of partial backward weight. In summary, the final
backward weight is determined as follows when the number of output neurons of the RNN cell is H and the total time
step is T .
BrnnHT×HT =
{
Brnni,j = power(D
rnn
i,j , T − j) i ≤ j
Brnni,j = OH×H i > j
i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1} (9)
Figure 4: Proposed RNN Training Method by using DFA (Left: Original DFA, Right: Modularization + Upper
Triangular Backward Weight + Sparse Backward Weight)
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3.3.2 Highly-sparse and Binary Backward Weight
The backward weight used in the RNN training becomes huge because the backward connections are constructed for
every output neuron of unfolded RNN cells. These connections induce the large computation amount and storage to
store the backward weight. One of the possible solutions is the binarization introduced by Han and Yoo [2019]. It
modifies the backward weight which has only the sign values, +1/-1. This modification shows no accuracy degradation
but reduces the total memory storage by 96.9%. It successfully reduces the memory size but does not affect the total
number of computations.
The other solution is using the sparse backward weight suggested by Crafton et al. [2019]. Crafton et al. [2019] verified
that the performance of the DFA is not that degraded with the backward weight including lots of zeros. The sparse
weight can reduce the overall necessary computations during the error propagation. Zero-skipping DNN accelerator
architecture such as EIE (Han et al. [2016]) can be efficiently used to improve the processing speed of the error
propagation stage. We finally combine both the binarized and highly-sparse backward weight to optimize both memory
storage and computations during the RNN training. The effect of the binarization and sparse backward weight will
be discussed in section 4. When the sparse bitmap mask is denoted as R, the final backward weight is calculated as
follows.
Sfc = sign(Dfc Rfc), ernni = (Sfc efci ) f ′(pfc) (10)
SrnnHT×HT =
{
Srnni,j = sign(power(D
rnn
i,j , T − j)Rrnnj ) i ≤ j
Srnni,j = OH×H i > j
, i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1} (11)
eemb =

eemb0
eemb1
...
eembT−1
 , ernn =

ernn0
ernn1
...
ernnT−1
 , eemb = (Srnn ernn) f ′(prnn) (12)
3.4 Hybrid Direct Feedback Alignment
We can get higher accuracy by modifying the error propagation methods as explained in section 3.1 to 3.3. However,
the accuracy of the DFA in both CNN and RNN is still below the one trained with the BP algorithm. Hybrid DFA
(HDFA) is newly proposed to be comparable with the BP algorithm in terms of the training accuracy.
In the case of RNN training, the HDFA works as follows. The error propagation method is randomly determined to be
BP or DFA at each iteration. The weight gradients generated by two different error propagation methods are integrated
Algorithm 1 Custom Optimizer of the Hybrid Direct Feedback Alignment
Input: Learning rate η, momentum parameter α, mix parameter γ, BP ratio p
Input: Initial parameter θ, Initial BP velocity vBP , Initial DFA velocity vDFA
Input: Objective function f(x;θ) given input x and parameters θ
Initialize network parameters θ
Initialize momentum for BP vBP ← 0 and momentum for DFA vDFA ← 0
while θ not converged do
Sample a minibatch of m examples from the training set {x(1), · · · , x(m)} with corresponding targets y(i)
Set rand = random(0, 1)
if rand ≤ p then
g ← 1m∇BPθ
∑
i L(f(x
(i),θ),y(i)) . Compute gradient through BP
vBP ← vBP + αg . Compute momentum update
θ ← θ + ηvBP . Update parameter
else
g ← 1m∇DFAθ
∑
i L(f(x
(i),θ),y(i)) . Compute gradient through DFA in Section 3.2.2
vDFA ← vDFA + αg . Compute momentum update
u← γvDFA + (1− γ)vBP . Mix DFA momentum with BP momentum
θ ← θ + ηu . Update parameter
end if
end while
return θ
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into the momentum term of adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba [2014]). We found that the gradient occasionally generated
by BP accelerates the convergence of the DFA algorithm and it finally helps the DFA algorithm to have higher accuracy.
The optimizer used in CNN training is different from conventional optimizers such as momentum or adam. The HDFA
based CNN training with the conventional optimizers fails to accomplish BP-level accuracy. To train the CNN with the
proposed HDFA, original momentum optimizer (Sutskever et al. [2013]) should be modified as described in algorithm
1. Unlike the conventional optimizers, our proposed optimizer distinguishes the momentum terms of the DFA from the
BP. We denote the momentum of the BP as vBP , and the DFA as vDFA. The error generated by each algorithm affects
only its own momentum value. The frequency of the BP algorithm is determined by the hyper-parameter, BP ratio (p).
When the error is propagated through the DFA, both vDFA and vBP is considered to make the final weight gradient.
Thanks to the revision of optimizer, the HDFA can achieve high training accuracy even in the CNN training scenario.
4 Experiments
In this section, we compared the training accuracy of the conventional BP, DFA, and the proposed new DFA algorithm,
HDFA. In the CNN training scenario, we used the CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky [2009]) with the random cropping and
random horizontal flip data augmentation method. We verified the performance in the various CNNs such as VGG16
(Simonyan and Zisserman [2015]) and ResNet (He et al. [2015]). The simulation was based on mini-batch gradient
descent with the batch size, 128. The gradient optimizer is based on momentum (Sutskever et al. [2013]), but it is
revised based on algorithm 1.
In the RNN training, the WikiText-2 dataset (Merity et al. [2016]) is used to predict the English word sequence. We
tested three different types of RNN cells: 1) first of all, vanilla RNN which only contains the tanh activation function, 2)
long short-term memory (LSTM, Hochreiter and Schmidhubers [1997]), and 3) gated recurrent unit (GRU, Chung et al.
[2014]). All RNN cells receive 200 embedding values and extract 200 values of hidden state while it adopts a 35-time
step and 20 batch size. The optimizer of the RNN is decided as adam (Kingma and Ba [2014]) because it shows a
higher accuracy compared with the momentum.
4.1 CNN Training Result
The training performance of the conventional and proposed algorithm is summarized in Table 1. In conventional DFA
based training, it shows poor accuracy when the number of layers is increased. The network modularization helps the
DFA to have higher accuracy since it reduces the distance of the direct error propagation path. The modification of the
error propagation methodology affects training performance in different ways. In the VGG-16, the training accuracy is
getting lower when the error propagation method becomes simpler due to the dilated and group convolutions. On the
other hand, the modifications make the ResNets have higher accuracy. In this experiment, we verified that the residual
connection of the ResNet helps the robustness to the DFA based training and shows the best result when it is combined
Table 1: CNN Training and Test Accuracy [%]
Network
Channel
Groups
VGG16 R-18 R-50
Train Test Train Test Train Test
BP 1 99.91 92.68 99.94 92.74 99.97 93.07
Original DFA - 86.66 77.78 66.53 66.19 68.95 71.92
Convolutional DFA 1 84.84 78.18 81.79 76.55 - -
+Modularization 1 84.96 78.56 88.99 79.60 82.81 77.99
+Dilation 1 81.22 77.41 88.05 78.09 82.44 77.27
+Group Convolution
&Channel Shuffling
4 82.60 76.85 88.99 79.09 86.57 80.4
8 80.75 77.5 87.94 79.03 87.17 81.36
+BP/BDFA
=0.1/0.9
4 93.39 87.92 94.05 88.35 94.37 88.55
8 93.64 87.98 93.39 88.29 93.71 87.93
+BP/BDFA
=0.3/0.7
4 97.45 90.15 97.66 91.10 97.41 90.13
8 97.45 90.28 97.60 90.83 98.05 91.51
+BP/BDFA
=0.5/0.5
4 98.90 91.10 99.18 91.78 98.87 91.42
8 99.00 91.46 99.27 92.18 99.57 92.21
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Table 2: Comparison of Hardware Efficiency in the CNN Training
(a) Memory Transaction during EP [MB]
Channel
Groups
Network
VGG16 R-18 R-50
BP 1 56.13 42.64 53.5
DFA - 6.97 25.39 149.83
Revised DFA 4 0.54 0.43 1.068 0.27 0.23 0.54
+BP/BDFA
=0.1/0.9
4 6.10 4.65 6.30
8 5.87 4.47 5.84
+BP/BDFA
=0.3/0.7
4 17.22 13.09 16.79
8 17.03 12.95 16.43
(b) The Number of Operations during EP [GOP]
Channel
Groups
Network
VGG16 R-18 R-50
BP 1 0.62 1.48 1.53
DFA - 0.003 0.01 0.08
Revised DFA 4 0.26 0.56 1.178 0.13 0.31 0.61
+BP/BDFA
=0.1/0.9
4 0.3 0.65 1.2
8 0.18 0.42 0.7
+BP/BDFA
=0.3/0.7
4 0.37 0.84 1.28
8 0.28 0.66 0.88
with the simpler error calculations. Although VGG-16 shows lower accuracy compared with the original DFA, the
accuracy degradation can be compensated with the hybrid training algorithms. We examined three different BP/DFA
ratios by adopting HDFA introduced in Section 3.4. The HDFA finally raises accuracy as similar to the final result of
BP.
Thanks to the modification of error calculation and HDFA, we can get the BP-level high accuracy with less hardware
cost. Table 2 shows the size of the memory transactions and the number of operations required during the error
propagation stage. Since the number of the class is small in the CIFAR-10 dataset, both conventional and proposed DFA
algorithm, shows a smaller number of operations during the error propagation stage. (The detailed relationship between
class number and operation will be discussed in Appendix A.1) Instead, conventional DFA requires large backward
weight memory transactions. That’s because BP shares weights for multiple channels but DFA allocates different
weights for all connections. Dilated and group-convolution based error propagation solve this problem and finally, the
proposed DFA algorithm shows 99.0% lower memory transaction of backward weight data and 60.1% smaller number
of operations compared with the BP.
4.2 RNN Training Result
Table 3 summarizes the overall training performance of the conventional and proposed algorithms. Conventional DFA
shows the worst accuracy but the performance of the DFA is improved with the upper triangular backward weight and
backward weight initialization suggested by Han and Yoo [2019]. The revision of the DFA algorithm increases the
training and test accuracy by a maximum of 5.2%p and 3.2%p. The performance of the DFA is further improved when
the DFA is blended with BP. As increasing the ratio of BP, we can compensate for the accuracy degradation and achieve
similar test accuracy compared with BP.
One of the key observations is that test accuracy appeared in the HDFA is similar to the BP even though the training
accuracy still appears to be lower. This observation is the same phenomenon shown in the previous DFA training paper,
Han and Yoo [2019] and it shows that the DFA has the potential of overfitting prevention. When the sparsity of the
backward weight is increased, the training accuracy is decreased while it maintains the test accuracy.
Table 4 shows the hardware efficiency of the DFA algorithm during the RNN training. We measure the predicted
memory transaction amount and the number of operations appeared during the error propagation stage. Since the
amount of memory transaction can be varied depending on its encoding and decoding method, we calculate the memory
transaction by counting the number of nonzero values. We assume that the binarization does not affect the total number
of operations and count only the nonzero values as the required computation amount. Upper triangular backward weight
increases the portion of zero values by disconnecting connections between outputs and unrelated input neurons. It
reduces the overall memory transaction and the number of computations by 44.6% compared to the conventional DFA.
Thanks to the backward weight binarization, we can compress the weight significantly while maintaining its training
performance. After considering the sparse backward weight, both memory transactions and the nonzero operations
become smaller compared with the BP approach. When the 98% sparsity is used for backward weight, it shows 87.9%
lower memory transaction and the number of operations compared with the BP.
4.3 Summary of the HDFA based DNN Training
According to the CNN and RNN training experiments, we verified that the proposed HDFA training algorithm can
achieve BP-level training performance but shows the lowest hardware cost to accelerate the error propagation stage.
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Table 3: RNN Training and Test Accuracy [%]
Network
BW RNN LSTM GRU
Sparsity Train Test Train Test Train Test
BP - 29.55 23.00 32.24 24.48 32.53 24.52
Original DFA - 20.69 18.35 20.84 19.19 19.62 18.15
+ Triangular BW - 22.93 20.33 23.30 20.70 23.04 20.65
+ BW Init - 24.30 21.00 24.54 21.19 24.77 21.35
0% 27.69 22.48 29.50 23.62 30.54 23.70
+BP/DFA* 80% 27.08 22.66 29.28 24.03 30.04 24.16
= 0.1/0.9 95% 26.85 22.47 28.77 23.99 29.84 24.18
98% 26.16 22.41 28.61 24.04 29.88 24.25
0% 28.30 22.77 30.65 24.11 31.28 24.18
+BP/DFA* 80% 28.02 22.79 30.57 24.33 30.95 24.39
= 0.2/0.8 95% 27.27 22.73 30.23 24.36 31.10 24.41
98% 26.50 22.71 30.42 24.32 31.02 24.46
0% 27.75 22.55 29.70 23.70 30.02 23.80
+BP/BDFA* 80% 27.02 22.59 29.50 23.98 30.60 24.18
= 0.1/0.9 95% 26.84 22.48 29.30 24.11 30.28 24.23
98% 26.12 22.42 28.10 23.97 30.19 24.23
0% 28.08 22.83 30.77 24.18 31.10 24.22
+BP/BDFA* 80% 27.34 22.79 30.07 24.25 30.36 24.42
= 0.2/0.8 95% 27.66 22.76 30.26 24.27 30.97 24.46
98% 26.84 22.63 29.89 24.37 31.14 24.41
Table 4: Comparison of Hardware Efficiency in the RNN Training
(a) Memory Transaction during EP [MB]
BW Network
Sparsity RNN LSTM GRU
BP - 26.94 27.90 27.58
DFA - 1863.6 1863.6 1863.6
Revised DFA - 1032.6 1032.6 1032.6
0% 31.72 31.82 31.79
+BP/BDFA 80% 8.49 8.59 8.56
= 0.1/0.9 95% 4.14 4.23 4.20
98% 3.27 3.36 3.33
0% 31.19 31.38 31.32
+BP/BDFA 80% 10.54 10.74 10.67
= 0.2/0.8 95% 6.67 6.86 6.80
98% 5.90 6.09 6.02
(b) The Number of Operations during EP [GOP]
BW Network
Sparsity RNN LSTM GRU
BP - 9.4 9.7 9.6
DFA - 18.6 18.6 18.6
Revised DFA - 10.3 10.3 10.3
0% 10.2 10.2 10.2
+BP/BDFA 80% 2.7 2.8 2.8
= 0.1/0.9 95% 1.4 1.4 1.4
98% 1.1 1.1 1.1
0% 10.1 10.1 10.1
+BP/BDFA 80% 3.5 3.5 3.5
= 0.2/0.8 95% 2.2 2.3 2.3
98% 2.0 2.1 2.0
Figure 6 shows a summary of the training performance by considering both accuracy and the hardware cost. As
shown in figure 6, the Conventional DFA algorithm shows low accuracy even with the high hardware cost, so it is not
considered as the alternative to BP. With the revision of the DFA algorithm, we can remove the unnecessary connections
and improve the accuracy compared with the conventional algorithms, but it still has the low test accuracy. HDFA with
binarized and sparse backward weight finally achieves BP-level test accuracy with the lowest memory transaction and
computations.
Proposed DFA is the trial of biologically plausible DNN training and achieves high accuracy as same as the BP algorithm.
Moreover, it shows fewer computation amounts compared with the conventional error propagation methodology. Since
the DFA is free from the backward locking problem, it also has an advantage of parallel processing. In the CNN training,
we can compute errors of multiple layers in parallel. In a single layer, the error propagation can be computed in parallel
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Figure 5: Comparison of Hardware Efficiency (a) CNN-DFA: ResNet50, (b) RNN-DFA: GRU
Figure 6: Performance Summary of the Proposed Algorithm: (a) CNN-DFA, (b) RNN-DFA
because the group convolution breaks the data dependency that occurred by the channel. In summary, the proposed
DFA enables both layer-level and channel-level parallel processing by using multi-GPU.
In the RNN training, the advantage of the DFA can be magnified. In the BPTT based training flow, the error propagation
suffers from a backward locking problem because the errors of the prior time step can be calculated only after the
posterior error calculation is completed. The DFA directly calculates all time-step errors at once, so the error propagation
can be accelerated with the multi-GPU processing. In our experiment setup, error propagation speed can be improved
35 × faster than BP even without considering zeros that appeared in the backward weights.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we develop the new DFA algorithm to be applied to the two general DNNs: CNN and RNN. At first,
we divide the network into small fractional modules and connect the direct error propagation path only inside the
module. We apply the dilated convolution and channel division to optimize the error propagation of the CNN. In the
RNN training scenario, we disconnect unnecessary connections which disturb the accurate training and minimize the
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backward weight complexity for the low hardware cost. Finally, we suggest HDFA, which mixes both BP and DFA
based training method in order to achieve high accuracy as same as the conventional BP. Thanks to the synergy of
the hybrid training method, our proposed training method is biologically plausible and also achieve BP-level training
performance with the lower hardware cost. The proposed algorithm has the potential of energy-efficient DNN learning
acceleration with the application-specific integrated circuits such as Han et al. [2019]. In addition, our proposed method
solved the backward locking problem that appeared during the error propagation stage, so the acceleration of error
propagation can be possible with the multi-GPU processing.
In this research, we focused on the training of CNN and RNN from scratch. We will continue the research about the
potential of the DFA algorithm in the distributed learning scenarios. For example, fine-tuning or federated learning
(McMahan and Ramage [2017]) can be examples of our application. Since we verified that the DFA algorithm shows
lower hardware cost compared with the BP algorithm, we will develop the DFA algorithm for the light fine-tuning or
federated learning methodology.
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Appendices
A Direct Feedback Alignment based Convolutional Neural Network Training
A.1 Synergy of the DFA with BP
Figure 7 shows the learning curve to demonstrate the effectiveness of HDFA. It is clear that using only DFA to train
the network degrades the network performance critically. However, by combining the DFA with BP, this accuracy
degradation can be compensated. To further verify that using BP and DFA together does not interrupt each other, we
conducted an additional experiment. We design the BP only training scenario which assumes the weight gradient of the
DFA is ignored to update the new weight. In this scenario, BP is occasionally performed to update the network, and
weight is not updated when DFA is applied. As shown in figure 7, the HDFA shows a faster and higher learning curve
compared with the BP-only cases. It concludes that the HDFA can achieve accuracy comparable with BP thanks to the
synergy of the two different learning algorithms.
Figure 7: CNN Training and Test Accuracy Curve with the Proposed HDFA
A.2 Scalability issue of the DFA
DFA proposed by Nokland [2016] suffers from the feedback weight scalability issue on the CNN network. From figure
8 which compares the feedback weight ratio between the original DFA and our proposed DFA, two observations can
be found. First, the proposed DFA is more memory efficient in convolution layers at the front. Second, proposed
DFA becomes more beneficial as the CNN network becomes deeper. Motivated by this finding, a detailed analysis of
feedback weight scalability is studied as follows.
Denote {width, height, channel} of output error ei as {w, h, ich}, kernel size as k, number of channels at the input
error and number of output classes as och, class respectively. The number of feedback weights for the original
DFA is expressed as class × w × h × ich. The number of feedback weight for DFA introduced in Section 3.2 is
k × k × och× ich× 1/G where G is the number of groups used in channel division. As a result, the ratio of feedback
weightD used in two different DFA methods is determined by the below equation.
ratio(DDFAori /D
DFA
proposed) = (w × h)/(k × k)× (class/och) (13)
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Figure 9 implies that the original DFA becomes inefficient as the input feature size and the number of the output class
scales due to equation (13).
Figure 8: Comparison of Feedback Weights according to Two Different DFA Methods
Figure 9: DFA Scaling Issue with Two Different Factors : Input Feature Size (Left), Number of Classes (Right)
B Direct Feedback Alignment based Recurrent Neural Network Training
B.1 Synergy of the DFA with BP
Since the DFA has a different backward weight compared with the BP, it can be the obstacle of the training. We did the
experiment to prove that the DFA and BP create a synergy effect. Figure 10 shows the results of the experiment. In
this experiment, we compare the training performance of the HDFA and the BP only training scenarios. In the HDFA
scenario, only a certain portion of iterations are trained with the BP algorithm, but the other portion is done by DFA.
In contrast, the BP only training scenario performs only the BP based weight update. As shown in Figure 10, HDFA
show faster and higher training curve compared with the BP is only performed. Furthermore, HDFA shows even higher
performance compared with the DFA only training scenario. This curve can prove that the combination of the DFA and
BP algorithms can achieve BP-level training accuracy with the low hardware cost.
B.2 Backward Weight Initialization Method
Han and Yoo [2019] proposed a backward weight initialization method which is only applicable for fully-connected
layers. It determines backward weight by assuming that all non-linear functions are removed. We also adopted the
backward weight initialization concept for RNN training. Since we divide the last decoding fully-connected layers from
the direct error propagation path, the backward weight used in the last layer is initialized with the transposed form of its
forward weight. Of course, the backward weight is determined at the start of the training and maintains its values until
training is finished. In the LSTM and GRU training, there are multiple forward weights in the RNN cell, so we initialize
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Figure 10: RNN Training and Test Accuracy Curve with the Proposed HDFA
the backward weight by using the average value of the multiple forward weights. The final performance improvement
details which include the backward weight initialization is depicted in Figure 11.
Figure 11: Performance Improvement Details of DFA based RNN Training
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B.3 Effect of Backward Weight Sparsity
Figure 12 shows the training and test accuracy according to various backward weight sparsity. The effect of the sparsity
becomes influential when the portion of BP is small. Additionally, vanilla RNN is vulnerable when the large sparsity
appears in the backward weight. Another observation is that backward weight sparsity affects training accuracy but not
the affects the test accuracy.
Figure 12: Training & Test Accuracy of RNN according to Backward Weight Sparsity & BP/DFA Ratio
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